Autonomous vehicles require
batteries with lasting power.

Visualization of the temperature proﬁle
in a liquid-cooled Li-ion battery pack.
The stage of the load cycle, potential, local concentration,
temperature, and direction of the current all aﬀect the aging
and degradation of a battery cell. This is important to consider
when developing autonomous vehicles (AVs), which rely on
a large number of electronic components to function. When
designing long-lasting batteries that are powerful enough
to keep up with energy demands, engineers can turn to
simulation.
The COMSOL Multiphysics® software is used for simulating
designs, devices, and processes in all ﬁelds of engineering,
manufacturing, and scientiﬁc research. See how you can apply
it to optimizing battery designs for self-driving cars.
comsol.blog/autonomous-vehicle-batteries
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International Conference on Technologies and Strategies for
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• Technologies for
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• Road to autonomous
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• The last “mile”
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EDITORIAL
Connecting SAE with China’s mobility future
As the first SAE International President
to hail from the ‘tech’ sector—after a
long career in the mechanical-systems
world— Mircea Gradu has been delivering unique perspectives on the mobility industry and its future during his
global travels this year. And the insights he’s gained from engaging the
technical and regulatory communities
across Asia and Europe—from policymakers and business leaders, to engineering students fresh out of university—are equally valuable.
No doubt being
Velodyne’s senior VP of
Validation and chief quality
officer helps draw large
audiences, as happened
recently at major conferences in China. But so does
wearing “the SAE hat,” Dr.
Gradu told me recently.
“The most significant
thing I recognized from my
latest trip was the relevancy of SAE
International to policymakers and how
SAE can support them,” he said. “It was
clear to me in China, as in Japan, that
they are extremely interested in how
SAE operates in the autonomous-vehicle space, in shared-mobility and electrification—and particularly in
Standards and technical content that
can help them structure their motorvehicle laws.”
He added that with SAE’s affiliates in
Asia, as in many other countries, “we
have a good opportunity to help them.”
Given the furious growth in China’s
mobility sector and the heavy involvement of government in its electrified
and connected-car future, Dr. Gradu’s
participation at ICV 2018—the 4th
International Symposium of
Technologies & Standards and
Regulations for Intelligent and
Connected Vehicles in Chengdu—was
timely. His talk included discussion of
SAE’s many standards under development in that dynamic space and their
relationship with advanced sensing

systems and big-data analytics.
Sharing the ICV podium with Jack
Pokrzywa, SAE’s ground vehicle standards director, “we perfectly matched
our presentations with what they wanted,” Dr. Gradu said, including the latest
update on SAE J3016, the Automated
Driving Levels definitions that globalengineering audiences find “vital.”
Audiences at the China conferences,
including one sponsored by Baidu, were
also excited that SAE is in the process
of defining the testing
conditions for automatedvehicle functions such as
emergency braking and
lane-keeping assist, as
well as the testing conditions for autonomous vehicles. “That’s probably
the ultimate thing they’d
like to see,” he noted, “because those vehicles
could then be released on
public roads with a high level of confidence that they meet at least a minimum level of safety and risk.”
It’s only infrequently that I get time
with SAE’s prez, given the globetrotting
requirements of that position. Catching
up with Dr. Gradu, I asked him about
the major challenges for SAE in the
emerging China market.
“SAE must continue to monitor all the
relevant trends. A significant challenge
facing everyone involved in China mobility is the incredible dynamism of the
market—there’s so much going on, it’s
moving so fast and is being supported
by the government,” he explained.
“I think SAE needs to do a better job
of informing decision-makers early on,
helping to guide the technical trends in
the early stages of any development,”
he continued. “And they should be
made aware of the framework they can
use in their early development—they
sometimes tend to miss that.
“There is a lot of work to do in
China,” he asserted.
Lindsay Brooke, Editor-in-Chief

China’s
policymakers
welcome
SAE’s defining
of testing
conditions
for AVs.
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SUPPLIER EYE
During most of the 43 years since U.S. Corporate
Average Fuel Economy standards became law,
the typical vehicle platform—unibody or fullframe, with one ICE-based propulsion source
running on hydrocarbon fuels—has essentially
remained unchanged. It’s gained complexity, for
sure. But it’s fundamentally the same old horse.
As electrification arrived during the last decade, OEMs began to package batteries, electric
drive motors, DC-DC converters and power electronics into structures never ‘protected’ for such
equipment when originally designed.
Opportunities to save mass, improve package
and manufacturing efficiency and reduce the bill
of material are compromised as a result.
As vehicle planners and platform engineers
know, early consideration saves much time and
capital down the road. That approach has long
been proven on everything from engine boxes
designed to accommodate both V6 and I4 power units, to platforms offering both 2wd and allwheel drive, to right- and left-hand steering for
global markets.
But in developing the spate of hybrid propulsion offerings on the road today, OEMs often
opted to leverage existing platforms rather
than invest in clean-sheet engineering because

VW’s new modular MEB platform as used on
the latest I.D. Vizzion concept exemplifies
the Multi-Energy platform.
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Multi-Energy
platforms
will be the
most complex
vehicle
structures this
industry ever
designed.

scale (and profits) have been far from certain.
Effectively shoehorning in the electric-drive
and energy storage elements has been the favored method of getting products into the
market quickly.
But the need to meet the needs of European,
Chinese or North American consumers (and regulators), by offering a mix of gasoline, diesel and
different types of hybrids, requires a new solution.
For the next couple decades, the predominant
platform will be the “Multi-Energy” solution –
ones that efficiently package the ICE and higher
levels electrification. Engineering such platforms
is not an easy feat. Development teams must
deliver all the content/capability of today’s offerings in a package that efficiently integrates
both propulsion systems, optimizes the passenger/cargo space and, of course, compromises
nothing in occupant safety.
The Multi-Energy vehicle platform also will need
to incorporate automated driving systems sensor
arrays and processor content, and have state-ofthe-art NVH and thermal-management performance. Bodystyle flexibility will be paramount.
Multi-Energy platforms will be, essentially, the
most complex vehicle structures this industry
ever designed. Modular hybrid/EV designs, including VW’s MEB, the Hyundai Ioniq triplets and
BMW’s next-generation large-sedan platform that
will accommodate both combustion-engine and
electrified propulsion, are pioneers here.
Longer-term, the industry will slowly focus
more resources (and volume) towards the global
battery-electric vehicle (BEV) platform—those
without the need to package an ICE its attendant fuel and exhaust systems. The factors driving BEV platform dynamics will include optimizing battery range, mass and customer needs. As
EV production scale increases, charging infrastructure grows, and market acceptance of EVs
goes mainstream, the need to engineer two different (though complementary) propulsion systems within one vehicle will diminish.
Dedicated BEV platforms, with only an electric propulsion system, will be easier to design
and build than those aimed at hybrids. IHS
Markit intelligence reveals a growing number of
global BEV platforms under development today
by major OEMs. But even after the BEVs enter
production, the flexible Multi-Energy platform
will underpin many millions of global vehicles for
decades to come, as OEMs execute the long
transition to pure electric products.
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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THE NAVIGATOR
Traversing the ‘Autonomous Trust Gap’

D

uring a recent conference hosted by
semiconductor maker NXP in Silicon
Valley, I had the honor of moderating a
panel titled, “The Autonomous Trust
Gap.” The timing was fortuitous in the wake of
several recent road incidents involving partially
automated vehicles that had been developed by
companies based in the region. While the panel
didn’t include any of the incumbent automakers,
it did feature executives from EV startup Byton,
software companies Renovo and Cloudera, and
chipmakers NXP and Nvidia.
The entry of the SilV tech community into the
automated driving space over the past few years
has been a somewhat worrying development.
Not so much because of what they could do to
the incumbent industry—after all, every business
sector must eventually evolve or die. My personal concerns have been more related to the
tech mindset that has developed over the past
two decades: Move fast and break things—and
don’t be too concerned that you’re shipping
minimally viable products.
Tesla has been selling its $5,000 AutoPilot
driver assist product as a Beta, while startups
like Comma.ai and its founder George Hotz
have been claiming they can do automated
driving with the equivalent of a smartphone. It
often has seemed like the SilV entrepreneurs
were more interested in just growing revenue
as fast as possible while turning existing businesses outside out, than actually providing a
real safety benefit.
With at least three known AutoPilot-related
crashes including one fatal one this year that
involved running into stationary objects and an
automated Uber test vehicle running down a
pedestrian, it is increasingly being demonstrated
that the threshold for minimum viability in automated driving is much higher than for typical
SilV software projects.
The good news from the panel, and increasingly
from the conversations I’ve been having across
the region, is that this message seems to be sinking in. Startups that previously thought they could
disrupt one of the world’s largest industries in the
way Uber has turned the taxi business upside
down are realizing that safety and robustness are
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The strategy
and messaging
for partial or
conditional
vehicle
automation
needs a
rethink.

critical to ensuring that people will be willing to
give up the act of driving. An automation system
that randomly decides it doesn’t know where it is
or where it should go—and throws control back to
a person that has been disengaged for an indeterminate period—isn’t going to cut it.
Collaboration among OEMs and suppliers on
technology development remains key. Nearly
half of the intellectual property in new vehicles
now originates from the supply base. With OEMs
knowing they are going to be on the hook for
the behavior of automated driving systems, they
are looking for the best technology they can get
to enhance those systems.
Conversely, startups are recognizing that they
have a better chance of building a sustainable
business by partnering with OEMs and Tier 1
suppliers than trying to go it alone.
However, with recent surveys indicating a large
majority of people still don’t trust self-driving
vehicles, technology itself isn’t going to close the
gap. The way we as an industry communicate
with average users is perhaps even more important. SAE J3016, the taxonomy for automated
driving is increasingly seen as part of the problem. The levels, particularly those from partial to
full automation, have been both too precise in
labeling and too open-ended in definition.
Written by engineers for engineers, the SAE
Levels were inappropriate for communicating to
a non-technical audience and have been frequently misused and abused for marketing purposes. The premise around the strategy and
messaging for partial or conditional automation
needs a rethink. A newly-updated version of
Standard J3016 (https://www.sae.org/standards/
content/j3016_201806/) aims to provide some
added clarity about where certain functions fit.
But inconsistent branding by OEMs is still likely
to cause confusion. Driver augmentation or envelope protection (as Toyota is developing for its
Guardian system) seem far more robust.
My panel was in agreement that more candor
is needed when companies discuss the capabilities and limitations of their technology. Even if
that means it falls short of the hype, you can
build more trust in customers by under-promising and over-delivering than the reverse.
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WHAT WE’RE
2018 Volvo XC40 T5 AWD

2017 Toyota Land Cruiser

2018 Toyota Corolla

Volvo is becoming increasingly technology-centric. By the middle of the next decade, it expects to generate half of all
sales annually from electric cars, with one
third of all its cars sold to be autonomous.
But right now, CUVs and SUVs are
what sells. This year, Volvo’s first 5-door
compact CUV, the XC40, was named
European Car of the Year.

This sixth-generation of Toyota’s seminal Land Cruiser has been on the burly
J200 (Tundra pickup-derived) body-onframe architecture since 2007—and although there’s a certain allure to driving
what currently is one of the industry’s
longest-serving platforms, there’s no
getting past the sense of being part of
a real live anachronism.
If you’re stuck on finding one of the
few production vehicles that still uses
hydraulic power-steering assist (i.e. power
steering with “feel”), the Cruiser is your
candidate. There’s feel—but good heavens, the steering is S-L-O-W and only
emphasizes the overwhelming impression
this icon projects: studied, relentless motivation that gets you through jungles and
deserts. You know, the same places all of
today’s six-figure SUVs are found.

What do you get for $20,000 these days?
How about a Toyota Corolla—one of the
most proven and reliable compacts
whose nameplate stands on over 40 million units sold to date. While this year’s
big Corolla news focuses on the “new” iM
hatch—essentially the European 5-door
version—it’s been a while since I’ve spent
time in the sedan, now graced with its
own version of the Toyota front fascia
that from some angles greatly resembles
a wide-mouth bass.

The Ghent, Belgium-built R-design
XC40 we drove in Europe was loaded
with safety features, including Run-off
Road Protection; Oncoming Lane
Mitigation; City Safety; Rear Collision
Mitigation; Cross-Traffic Alert with
Autobrake—plus a whole lot more.
In 2.0-L T5 gasoline form it delivers
184 kW ( 247 hp) and gets to 100 km/h
(62 mph) in 6.5 s. Its autobox (supplied
by Aisin-Warner) has eight speeds.
Minimum curb weight is 1626 kg (3585
lb) on the company’s CMA modular
platform shared with products from
Volvo Chinese parent’s Geely brand.
The XC40’s packaging is outstandingly good, with cargo volume (measured to the glassline) at 901 L (31.8
cu3) with the rear seats folded and 260
L (9.2 cu3) in 5-seat configuration.
Dogs love it; passengers don’t complain
either. Nor should drivers, provided they
don’t expect a sporty SUV; the XC40 is
more about comfort and space.
Seating is excellent, visibility what it
should be and driver information presented via a roomy12.3-in TFT touchscreen display.
First impressions are of a linear, fluid,
low-friction chassis and driveline, with
plenty of instant low-end torque—max
350 N·m (258 lb·ft) from 1800-4800
rpm. Handling is generally very good,
steering is in keeping with expectations,
ride on motorways superb.
Stuart Birch
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The deliberate attitude continues with
the powertrain, centered around Toyota’s
long-serving 5.7-L V8 that still uses port
injection to make 381 hp and 401 lb·ft
(544 N·m). All of it is needed to get the
Land Cruiser to do much of anything
with its 5815-lb (2638-kg) epic fusion of
transfer cases, leather and touchscreens.
The Land Cruiser’s cabin is wonderfully opulent and assembled to a palpably high standard, although the intrinsic
truckishness of it all intrudes on my appreciation. My utter admiration to Toyota
planners and marketers for steadfastly
shunning the ridiculous trim-level designations so beloved by other luxury
brands: there’s no Land Cruiser
Ultimatum Edition or Super Ultra Special
model—you buy a Land Cruiser, that’s it.
Like music on vinyl records, the Land
Cruiser is a thing you know time has
passed by—but that’s much of the appeal, no?

Fellow SAE editor Paul Seredynski
and I co-piloted the Corolla from
Detroit to Pittsburgh on business, covering more than 500 miles roundtrip. A
Camry or even Prius would have been
more suitable for interstate travel, we
agreed. But the latest Corolla surprised
us mightily for much of our journey.
Toyota engineers have significantly
improved the Corolla’s cabin NVH, to
the point of near invisibility. It’s not
whisper-quiet at 75 mph, but at one
point in central Ohio, we both remarked at how natural our voice levels
had been for most of the trip.
Score a big one for interior refinement, despite base-level trim and materials. Ride and overall chassis and steering dynamics are calibrated for comfort;
we applauded that tuning on the heavily-pocked Midwest roads. There was
little boom from the 1.8-L 4-cyl. and
wind noise was nicely checked. The
car’s Aisin-sourced CVT emitted a fair
degree of belt-slipping tonality during
launches; I prefer the stepped-gear feel
of Jatco’s CVTs in various Mazda and
Nissan products.
A bit more stylish, much more refined, the 2018 Corolla is good value for
20 grand.

Bill Visnic

Lindsay Brooke
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TECHNOLOGY
REPORT
PROPULSION

Eaton goes internal with its next-generation EGR solution
A single-cylinder installation of the two exhaust
valves, both equipped with the switchable roller finger
follower (RFF). The first RFF is for iEGR and the second
for decompression. The lobes on the back of the RFF
have different geometry to obtain different switching
combinations for each angular position of the
actuation shaft.
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SAE International Sections are local
units comprised of 100 or more SAE
International Members in a defined
technical or geographic area. The purpose
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developmental, and personal needs of the
SAE Members in a given area. For more
information, please visit sae.org/sections
or contact SAE Member Relations Specialist
Abby Hartman at abby.hartman@sae.org.

SAE International
Collegiate Chapters

Collegiate Chapters are a way for SAE
International Student Members to get
together on their campus and develop
skills in a student-run and -elected
environment. Student Members are vital
to the continued success and future of
SAE. While your course work teaches
you the engineering knowledge you
need, participation in your SAE Collegiate
Chapter can develop or enhance other
important skills, including leadership,
time management, project management,
communications, organization, planning,
delegation, budgeting, and finance. For
more information, please visit students.
sae.org/chapters/collegiate/ or contact
SAE Member Relations Specialist Abby
Hartman at abby.hartman@sae.org.
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EATON

Eaton’s Internal Exhaust Gas Recirculation
(iEGR) solution production-debuts in the
2020MY as a next-generation technology providing near-instantaneous heating of the selective catalytic reduction system to reduce diesel
exhaust emissions.
“The iEGR technology is controlled by an
electro-mechanical actuator, so operation can
occur in cold conditions,” Nicola Andrisani,
Eaton’s Engineering Manager of the Valvetrain
Advanced Engineering Vehicle Group based in
Torino, Italy, said in an Automotive
Engineering interview.
Traditional systems that rely on hydraulic
pressure to activate the EGR take longer to
generate hotter exhaust gas, which is needed
to get a selective catalytic reduction (SCR)
system to its necessary operating temperatures, typically 250-500°C. An SCR after-treatment system turns diesel NOx emissions into
harmless nitrogen and water.

Eaton’s iEGR system also differs
from other solutions in terms of
packaging requirements. “Our solution
can be integrated into the cylinder head cover,”
Andrisani said, noting that traditional EGR
technologies are located within the cylinder
block, which can result in significant costs if
modifications are needed at a later date.
Key to the iEGR’s functionality is a patented
Switchable Roller Rocker Arm (SRRA), one per
cylinder. “Our system design has rolling surfaces instead of sliding surfaces. Two rollers are
used to control the main valve lifter and another roller is used to control the iEGR,” said
Andrisani. The rolling surfaces mean lower friction, less waste energy in the engine, and lower
fuel consumption.
Eaton’s system makes it possible to activate
iEGR or decompression positions on a diesel
engine.
“One actuator controls all the valves on one
side of the engine. That means it’s possible to
divide the engine into two groups. The automaker could choose to activate group one
(iEGR), group two (decompression positions),
or both groups,” Andrisani said. Another option for group two is an early exhaust valve
opening lift, which opens the exhaust valve
earlier and boosts the turbine when needed.
Eaton’s iEGR will production debut on a
diesel-powered global passenger vehicle in
the 2020MY, but the technology also can be
used on a gasoline engine. “With Eaton’s electro-mechanical solution, a single actuator
could deactivate cylinders 2 and 3, or cylinders 1 and 4. That’s a high-level of flexibility
with regard to cylinder deactivation to
achieve better fuel economy and lower CO2
emissions,” said Andrisani.
Production of the iEGR system will be at
Eaton’s plant in Bielsko-Biala, Poland.
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SIMULATION

Driver out, simulation in for AV transmission, driveline engineering

Drawing up a specification for a transmission or driveline may
be relatively routine for a conventional vehicle, but for an autonomous vehicle (AV), it’s anything but routine, claims automotive consultancy executive Lee Sykes.
“The way we design AVs may require an entirely new approach. We have to address the different requirements of progression through the various SAE levels of autonomy to understand fully each transition from 1 to 5 and their impact on
the functional priorities in order to apply appropriate solutions,” explained Sykes, Commercial Director of driveline engineering consultancy, Drive System Design (DSD). The company recently opened a new test facility in Michigan to help
vehicle manufacturers and their suppliers increase the efficiency of conventional, electric and hybrid drivelines.
Deciding whether to concentrate on Level 5 or the interim
autonomy steps will affect how much vehicle architecture
will be carried over and how much purpose designed, he
said. But he added that a clearer picture emerges when designing for fully-autonomous vehicles where the systems can
be fully optimized, without the constraint of accommodating
legacy systems.
Transmission and driveline design is steered by a number of
key attribute targets defined in the specification, including
package, durability, weight, efficiency, NVH, performance,
safety comfort and cost. Traditionally, some of these are driver demanded but, if there is no driver, the attribute may have
no relevance or, at the very least, the relative weightings of
the design priorities will change substantially.
The package demands for an AV transmission will be heavily influenced by cabin space requirements; in the extreme
case of a “skateboard” platform, the most suitable solution
14 July/August 2018

may involve wheel motors, each with integral reduction gearing. Package size is inevitably related to durability and the
required duty cycle.
A summoned-on-demand taxi/rental AV could operate
24/7, clocking up a very high mileage and greatly increasing
the duty cycle; on the other hand, eliminating the human driver will avoid mechanical (and passenger verbal!) abuse, or
frequent demands for peak performance, so reducing its duty
cycle, stated Sykes.
Controlling NVH, refinement and noise have long been a
concern for transmission and driveline engineers, but a connected AV with an electric powertrain brings additional challenges in an otherwise quiet cabin: “And with no manual driver to blame for any sudden irregularities in acceleration deceleration, smooth progress will be expected at all times,” said
Sykes. “Although the majority of aircraft and train passengers
accept relatively poor levels of comfort and NVH, we believe
AV users will not.”
Minimizing energy drain from the battery pack will always
be an AV priority, which in turn drives a need for vigilant
weight reduction of all the vehicle’s systems. Architecture decisions will need careful optimization of the transmission in
terms of basic mechanical efficiency and actuation losses,
together with a systems approach to balance electric motor
performance with the need for multi-speed ratios.
Sykes added: “Another conventional aspect of performance,
the handling or responsiveness of the vehicle, is largely irrelevant if no driver is in control; provided the vehicle has safe
and adequate roadholding, the suspension can be optimized
for ride comfort. Driveline technologies, such as torque vectoring, used on manually-driven vehicles to combine safety with
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

DSD

DSD’s transmission-efficiency test rig will be
a part of new U.S. testing facility.
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responsive handling, may well be replaced by AI algorithms
which prevent the vehicle from ‘exploring’ the full dynamics’
envelope in the first place.”

Easy going takes effort, too

At lower speeds, satisfactory performance includes the ability
to carry out maneuvers in a controlled yet timely manner,
without discomfort to the occupants. Shuttling into a parking
space or inching forward in stop-start traffic typically require
precise clutch modulation, which will be more challenging for
a robot driver with no human intuition: “This has implications
for powertrain design; it may be more effective to use motor
current control than conventional clutch control. If so, it will
be important to evolve the motor design concurrently with
the transmission – again a systems approach is necessary,”
Sykes suggested.
While a human driver might become perhaps dangerously
distracted by too much data, an AV has much greater bandwidth available for data processing, so can monitor far greater
input from sensors while still driving safely.
Sykes stressed: “This enables an AV to investigate and process more detailed information continually, such as powertrain and driveline condition. It also permits more intelligent
and lighter design, based on pre-emptive replacement of failing parts, rather than over-engineering for the 99th percentile
user. This approach to monitoring in-field life will impact durability specification and have a knock-on effect on package,
weight and serviceability. It should also be noted that what
constitutes a ‘99th percentile user’ will need a re-think in the
world of AVs.”

John Brentnall, President
of DSD Inc., says: “We are
delighted to be offering this
opportunity for aspiring
engineers looking for their
next challenge.”

DSD

Understand duty cycles

“The interactions between the different attributes of an AV
mean that the driveline and chassis engineers will still have
important roles, but with different priorities to today,” he said.
“Instead of maximizing straight line performance and juggling
comfort against handling, there will be new challenges and
opportunities. The fundamental duty cycles for an AV will require much future thought too.
In addition to these optimization challenges, understanding
how the propulsion systems are developed during the transition phases to full autonomy also brings opportunities. What
is appropriate for modest levels of autonomy will not be the
best solution for SAE Level 5. Clearly there will be plenty for
engineers to get their teeth into.”
His words are echoed in the U.S. by Jon Brentnall, President
of DSD Inc. speaking at its new test center in Farmington Hills,
Michigan: “The current focus on real-world emissions means
the efficiency challenge has suddenly become substantially
more critical, yet parasitic and other losses are still draining
energy unnecessarily.”
DSD’s U.K. test center has developed highly advanced processes and systems to ensure that transmission and driveline
areas that have not previously received sufficient attention
can now be investigated for application in the burgeoning EV
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

world: “It is our intention to build similar test capability tailored to the North American market.”
The U.S. facility will initially house a loaded transmission
efficiency test rig and will be developed to include three
driveline test cells. The current rig, which is fully operational,
is suitable for all transmission types, including engine accessory drives, such as supercharger gearboxes. It will largely be
used for transmission efficiency testing and the data produced will also ensure that in-house transmission efficiency
math models are well correlated.
Further expansion throughout the year will include a hydraulic test stand for hydraulic valve body development and a
tilt rig, which provides enhanced lubrication flow analysis capability. “We are delighted to be offering this opportunity for
aspiring engineers looking for their next challenge,” underlined Brentnall.
The facility’s first project is the test and development of a
full parallel-hybrid transmission for a front-wheel drive application for a North American vehicle manufacturer.
Stuart Birch
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MATERIALS

Teaming carbon fiber—and embroidery?
The story of carbon fiber’s use by the
automotive industry in medium- to highvolume manufacturing has for decades
moved through chapters of high expec-

tation and low likelihood. Carbon-fiber
still remains—mainly for cost reasons—
essentially a super-premium material.
But now, a carbon-fiber application
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STAINLESS IS STANDARD
Our rings provide the same ﬁt
and function as stamped rings,
but are easier to assemble and
remove with no special tools.
Standard parts available in stainless
(302 & 316) and carbon steel.

Electrical Coupler

called Tailored Fiber Placement (TFP) has
emerged—via the unlikely technology
route of the embroidery-machine industry.
The TFP material is not for ornamental embroidery of seats, dashboards or
door cards, but for series-production
components such as a gearbox casings
and pedal box or engine ancillary
brackets, saving weight and adding
strength without cost penalties.
Julius Sobizack, CEO of ZSK, a TFP
forming and embroidery machine manufacturer near Dusseldorf, Germany,
explained, “TFP allows complex 3D
shapes to be created from a 2D preform
in a quick and consistent way, with a
lower cost structure. It unlocks significant design and engineering potential,
with dramatically reduced carbon fiber
wastage and facilitates the combined
use of the material with thermoplastics—in a single part.”
He is confident that TFP using technical embroidery has ever wider potential.
In the U.K., the Shape Group, manufacturer of tooling and high-carbon
composite parts to the transport industry, has used ZSK’s embroidery machines to develop an automatable
method of manufacturing fiber preforms combined with thermoplastic
fibers. CEO Peter McCool, who formerly
held senior positions with Super Aguri
F1, Lola Cars and Amlin Aguri Formula
E, explained that a commingled pre-

Gear Assembly

Standard or custom, we’ll provide
you with the right ring, in the right
material, for your application.

Call (866) 483-9410, or visit
expert.smalley.com/SAE/rings
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TFP carbon fiber has required toughness for
wheel liner, while helping the Elemental RP1
roadster achieve its overall light weight.
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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form comprised of thermoplastic filaments and
carbon rovings is easily
consolidated into a netshape part using a heated
press.
Shape has produced an
example: a TFP wheelarch
liner fitted to the ultralow-volume Elemental RP1
sportscar that combines
The Elemental RP1 roadster uses carbon-fiber wheel arches
track capability with road
fashioned from TFP carbon fiber.
legality. Said McCool: “The
TFP component is very
light, yet tough enough to resist stone
to the required shape, TFP allows the
and grit impact and acts as a structural
functional fibers to be arranged in
component. The preform is very close to
“bundles” exactly where they are most
the final component shape and the comneeded for structural performance and
plex curves and corners are readily
stitched into position on a compatible
formed under low pressure.”
textile or polymer base layer.
Production is entirely scalable through
the addition of more multi-head laying
Carbon fiber, stitch by stitch
and embroidery machines, ZSK said.
Instead of weaving all the fibers into a
Melanie Hoerr, ZSK Technical
perpendicular arrangement then cutting

Wheelarch and preform for the Elemental RP1
alongside a single-head ZSK machine.
Department Manager, said: “The benefits of being able to lay the fibers in
the direction of load—instead of cutting
across the fibers of a pre-woven sheet—
have been clearly demonstrated in tests
on components with holes: TFP allows
the fiber to be laid around the hole.”
Under tensile testing, instead of failing
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Improved performance,
reduced waste

A key advantage of TFP is that, through
selective stitching, it provides absolute
freedom of positioning, ensuring that
the fibers do not move during processing yet still permitting the pre-form to
be folded where required. This means
that a complex carbon composite 3D
component can be produced economically and consistently, with short cycle
times. The ability to vary the stitching
properties locally means the preform
can be stretched, bent or folded without wrinkling. Furthermore, fiber wastage is only 1% to 2% of the total instead
of an average 20% to 30% depending
on the part.
“The ability to align and orientate
fibers for required strength and stiffness
with zero waste will enable TFP to become the dominant carbon fiber manufacturing process for optimized preforms. Combining multiple materials in
a single preform and thermoplastic matrix offers so many advantages and
opens new opportunities for component design,” McCool said.
Stuart Birch
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New Osram IREDs enhance vehicle vision without
harming human eyes

Osram’s new Oslon Black
infrared family of IREDs
offer pulsing capability of
up to 5 amp.

For driver monitoring, the infrared sensors illuminate the driver
precisely so that a camera can capture the driver’s status (drowsiness,
distracted) and pass the information to the computing system.
As a compliment to cameras, LiDAR
and radar, a new family of Infrared LEDs
(IREDs) can expand the vision of SAE
Level 4 and 5 autonomous vehicles
without harming human eyes, claims
maker Osram Opto Semiconductors.
Infrared night vision cameras, LiDAR,
radar, and vehicle headlights will provide autonomous vehicles with an ability to see the surroundings at night, but
the technologies have limitations.
“Visible camera sensors only work
during the day when there is sunlight.
Cameras don’t work as well at night and
depend on streetlights or other light
sources. And radar does not have the
resolution necessary to be a complete
solution,” Rajeev Thakur, Regional
Marketing Manager for Osram Opto
Semiconductors, said in an Automotive
Engineering interview.
The goal is to achieve a two-point
sensing verification where the camera
sees an object as well as LIDAR, allowing the vehicle to act appropriately to
the data, explained Thakur. Osram’s
new infrared LEDs add sensing depth to
SAE Level 4 and 5 autonomous vehicle’s cameras, LiDAR and radar. “We’re
one step closer to making two-point
sensing verification a reality,” he said.
Osram’s Oslon Black LEDs deliver 1
watt at 1 amp, which is unmatched in

terms of automotive qualified parts,
claims Thakur. He noted that all six of
the new IREDs have the same footprint:
three lenses and two wavelengths.
With an optical output up to 2 W in
continuous operation, the Oslon Black
IREDs deliver various wavelengths and
beam angles. A high refractive index silicone is used on each lens, meaning very
little light is lost from the sides. The IREDs
also can handle virtually any application
without needing secondary optics.
Oslon Black 850 nm versions are intended for exterior applications, such as
night vision enhancement, lane detection, and pedestrian protection. “To ensure eye safety while providing high
illumination intensity, it is necessary to
pulse the IRED. The Oslon Black sensors
have pulsing capability,” noted Thakur.
The 940 nm versions emit less red
glow, making the sensors well-suited
for in-vehicle applications, such as driver monitoring and gesture recognition.
A drawback with today’s in-vehicle
monitoring is blurry camera images. One
way to counteract that blurriness is to increase the number of photons. “But if you
do this at 940 nm, you have an eye safety
issue,” he said, “But by pulsing the [IRED’s]
photons, the light is safe for human eyes,
and the amount of red glow is reduced.”
Kami Buchholz
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at the opening, the part fails as though
no hole was present and withstands up
to 50% higher load before failing.
Hoerr added that carbon fiber roving
can be tailored exactly to a requirement: “For a composite, we know the
direction of load. This is important,
because carbon fiber can take the
most load in the fiber direction. With
standard technology using non-crimp
fabric, you are limited to specific degrees: 90° to 45° or minus 45°.
Using tailored fiber placement, there
is an “endless” roll and the fiber can be
laid precisely as needed, shaping a part
exactly to how it is required to look as a
finished item.
“With the embroidery machine, we
lay the carbon-fiber roving on a base
fabric and use zig-zag stitching every 5
mm to 8 mm to place it. So it is flexible
and can be folded or pressed out in a
heated mold later to create a 3D shape,
the design capability being integrated
into the fiber placement.”

ROAD

READY

2019 Acura RDX brings world’s-first chassis tech
Few words are as inspiring to an engineering team as “all-new.” For the 2019
Acura RDX, the engineers behind the
compact SUV’s third generation had a
host of all-new to manage, including a
dedicated platform, five-link rear suspension, torque-vectoring driveline and
infotainment interface. Though the turbocharged engine/10-speed transmission combo have recently appeared in
other products, the RDX is its first allwheel-drive (AWD) application.

New platform, new direction

The RDX’s edgier styling is a direct reflection of the recent Precision Concept
(exterior) and Precision Cockpit (interior/HMI) concept vehicles, which were
handled by the Acura Design Studio in
Los Angeles. The rest of its redux was
also managed Stateside, mostly in Ohio:
Development was centered at Honda
R&D Americas in Raymond; manufacturing of the new RDX will continue in
East Liberty; the turbocharged engine is
sourced from the Anna engine plant
and its new AWD system from the
Russels Point transmission plant. The
10-speed transmission is sourced from
Honda’s facility in Tallapoosa, Georgia.

World’s-first door-ring structure

The biggest news on the 2019 RDX
must be its all-new platform, which sees
an increase in the use of high-strength
steels (now 60%), aided by 37 meters

The 2019 RDX is based on
an all-new architecture
designed specifically
for Acura that includes
a new rear suspension
and advanced chassisstiffening measures.

of structural adhesive. Passenger interior volume in both seating rows along
with cargo volume have increased and
the wheelbase is stretched 2.6 in (66
mm) Despite the volume/dimensional
gains and additional openings, the new
chassis sees some impressive stiffness
gains, thanks to two key innovations.
The first is a hot-stamped inner and
outer front-door-ring structure, a worldfirst technology Acura debuted at this
year’s SAE WCX. The new door-ring
system adds significant structural rigidity, and is key in meeting safety targets,
including IIHS’s small-overlap frontal
crash test. The second is the new “rear
double-ring” construction, designed to
anchor a new five-link rear suspension
while still improving cargo volume.
Stephen Frey, engineering development lead on the all-new RDX, explained this utility vs. agility challenge

BOTH IMAGES: ACURA

The 2019 Acura RDX
features the “Step-2”
version of the DOHC
VTEC turbocharged
2.0L 4-cylinder
engine from the
Honda Accord.
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in the lux-CUV segment. “People are
buying them because they offer a certain level of capacity, but they also want
them to handle dynamically,” Frey said.
“We want to maximize the size of the
tailgate opening, but that’s counterproductive when you’re trying to make a
rigid structure.”
The results for the all-new chassis is a
38.3% gain in global body rigidity (with
gains of 125% in some locations), and
fitting-point stiffness increased 52.8%.
These rigidity gains did not come at the
expense of mass, as body-in-white
weight dropped 9 kg (19.8 lb). With a
significantly stiffer body as a base, the
team was able to implement an all-new
rear suspension.

Five-link: more knobs to turn

The current RDX uses a MacPherson-strut
front suspension and trailing-arm design
in the rear. For the 2019 RDX, the
MacPherson setup remains up front, but
chassis dynamics lead Jed Aston said
they were eager to take advantage of the
new, stiffer body structure to debut an
all-new five-link rear suspension with a
dedicated subframe. “When we looked at
it from a performance perspective, it was
evident to us that we had to do something to separate the compromise between ride and handling in the rear of the
car, and you get a little bit of that compromise with a trailing arm.”
The new five-link suspension setup
features forged-aluminum control arms,
high-strength steel connecting links,
and far fewer compromises.
July/August 2018 19
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Turbo, 10-speed, SH-AWD

The 2019 RDX provides a single powertrain option, in either front-, or allwheel drive. Replacing the sonorous
3.5-liter V-6 is Honda’s new 2.0-L turbo
four-cylinder engine. The direct-injected,
16-valve DOHC VTEC powerplant is SAE
rated at 272 hp and 280 lb·ft (380 N·m)
and paired exclusively to the segment’s
only 10-speed automatic transmission.
Compared to the outgoing 3.5-liter V6,
the turbo-4 delivers 40% more low-end
torque (a boon for drivability), but some
may miss the silken snarl of the V-6.
The powerband is packed with lowend torque (the 280 lb·ft peak starts at

The all-new five-link rear suspension on the
2019 Acura RDX provides a 125% gain in tirepatch lateral stiffness

The driver’s perspective on the 2019 Acura RDX includes an innovative new take on HMI input
called True Touchpad Interface.
just 1600 rpm), and for those opting for
AWD, that grunt is routed through a
torque-vectoring Super Handling AllWheel Drive (SH-AWD) system. This
fourth-generation of SH-AWD has seen
significant upgrades, including a 40%
increase in rear-wheel-torque capacity.
The Gen-4 RDX setup (based on 3rdgen systems in the MDX and TLX), ups
the rear-overdriven percentage from
2.7% to 2.9%, and 70% of available
torque can now be sent rearward, with
100% of that torque distributable to
either rear wheel, said Chris Kipfer,
powertrain lead for the 2019 RDX.

New-age HMI

The 2019 RDX is also the first applica-

tion of Acura’s new True Touchpad
Interface, a new infotainment control
that combines a center console-mounted touchpad with a 10.2-in (259-mm)
display mounted high on the dash.
Acura is using what it calls “absolute
positioning” for the touchpad and
claims it’s the world’s-first use in a driving environment.
The setup uses two “zones” on the
touchpad to match the screen display,
and it can even understand written text
input. Once used to the somewhat organic mapping and feedback of the
touchpad surface compared to what
happens on the screen, the system becomes quite intuitive, and Acura may be
on to something. The media system is
Apple CarPlay compatible, with
Android Auto support on the way.

Future of performance

Acura has ladled an impressive amount
of engineering prowess on the 2019
RDX, and its continued sales success is
probable considering the host of new
tech and features arrive with no change
in pricing for comparably equipped
trims. With Acura announcing in January
that Type-S performance models and a
new turbocharged 3.5-L V-6 are in the
pipeline, it’s also likely the RDX engineering team will soon have further
cause to leverage its all-new platform.
Paul Seredynski
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“You also have much more freedom
to design in proper mechanical kinematics. Meaning, as the wheel strokes,
you can get your toe-in more accurately
than you can with a trailing arm,” Aston
explained. “You can have perfect bump
toe curves. You can have perfect vertical curves. There’s just more knobs to
turn, and more freedom to get it right.”
Metrics on the new suspension are
impressive, including a 125%-gain in
tire-patch lateral stiffness. On the road,
the back end feels transparent, and fully
connected to the chassis. “When you
have the trailing arm bolted to the
body, and the lower arms bolted to the
subframe, you’re juggling the relative
motions between different bodies. But
when it all goes through the subframe,
you’re not having a conflict between
body motions and subframe motions.”

ROAD READY

STEVE FECHT FOR CHEVROLET

All-new unibody 2019 Blazer goes stylish, not burly
Chevrolet took the wraps off its all-new
2019 Blazer as the front-engine, FWD/
AWD D-segment midsze SUV is charged
with filling a gap in the Chevy lineup,
slotting in between the Equinox and
Traverse. Based on a unibody structure,
the 5-seat Blazer is not off-road focused
per its storied namesake (think blazer
like sportscoat), but is a sharply styled
on-roader. Its closest competitor in
terms of size and mission is likely the
Ford Edge, in a segment still sales-led in
the U.S. by the Jeep Grand Cherokee.
The new Blazer has a definite style,
something chief engineer Waqar Hashim
credited to close collaboration.
“Engineering and design really worked
together to figure out how to enable the
styling,” he said. This includes a reduced
IP and hood profile to enhance the
sense of spaciousness, with high-mounted LED daytime running lamps and HID

The 2019 Chevy Blazer arrives in dealerships in early 2019 as a 5-seat companion to the Equinox
midsize crossover.
headlamps mounted within the lower
front fascia.
“The HID headlamp has a special
package to support it, because it’s a
large mass hanging at the bottom of the
fascia,” Hashim explained. “The beauty
is, for oncoming traffic the headlamp is

not an impediment in terms of visibility,
and for the driver you get a wider view
of the lit road – it’s closer to the ground
so you get a bigger footprint.”
Hashim noted that the all-new 2019
Blazer is “based off an existing platform,
but it’s wider and lower. Basically, it’s a
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ROAD READY

Nissan’s entry-level Kicks makes its
U.S. debut

platform in itself at this point.” Although Chevrolet officials
wouldn’t yet confirm it, the new Blazer likely uses a modified
version of GM’s global C1 SUV platform, which also underpins
the new Cadillac XT5. In-cabin storage is plentiful and the
Blazer will feature Chevy’s first rail-based rear cargo management system, adjustable sliding rear seat and a valet-friendly
electrically activated glovebox.
The standard engine will be GM’s 2.5-L inline-4, SAE-rated at
193 hp (143 kW) and 188 lb·ft (255 N·m). An available 3.6-L V-6
is rated at 305 hp (227 kW) and 269 lb·ft (365 N·m). Both direct-injected gasoline engines will feature stop-start functionality and will be paired with a 9-speed automatic transmission.
The available AWD system is designed to work on-demand.
“It’s electrically activated,” Hashim explained, “so you don’t
get the spin losses normally associated with an all-wheeldrive system. The PTU and propshafts, they’re shut off when
you don’t need it, so the only thing that’s moving is the halfshafts in the back.”
The new Blazer will feature a number of chassis-response
modes, via what Chevy has labeled “twin-clutch AWD” technology. Driver-selectable via a console-mounted rotary dial,
they include a Sport mode and one that disconnects the rear
axle on AWD-equipped models to improve efficiency when
additional traction is unneeded. A rear-axle disconnect arrangement is available for Chevrolet’s other 5-seat midsize
crossover, the Equinox.
With the V6, towing capacity is expected to be around
4,500 lb (2041 kg) and two available camera-based tools
(Hitch Guidance and Hitch View) should ease trailer hookup.
The infotainment system features a standard 8-in. touchscreen that is Apple CarPlay and Android Auto compatible
and 4G LTE Wi-Fi will be available. The 2019 Chevrolet Blazer
will be built at GM’s Ramos Arizpe facility in Mexico, and is
expected to be in U.S. dealerships in early 2019.
Paul Seredynski
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Subcompact platform

Built off Nissan’s V platform along with the Versa subcompact
sedan and the Versa Note hatchback, the Kicks’ body-in-

The 2019 Kicks subcompact CUV provides 7 in of ground clearance and
53.1 cubic feet of usable cargo space; it’s assembled in Aguascaliente,
Mexico, on Nissan’s V architecture.
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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No more hose-it-to-clean-it aesthetics for the new-generation Blazer’s
cabin—the new Blazer is an upmarket entry to compete with the Ford
Edge and other 5-seat midsize crossovers.

Two years after debuting in Brazil, Nissan’s smallest utility
vehicle, the Kicks, arrives in the U.S. market with alterations to
the suspension and a quieter interior.
“We have a stiffer torsion beam [axle] in the rear and a
larger anti-roll beam in the front independent strut suspension than the Kicks that’s sold in Mexico. These suspension
components, along with U.S.-specific spring tunings and
damping ratios, help provide good stability and quick response to driver inputs,” said Thomas Mally, Nissan Kicks chief
vehicle engineer.
Automotive Engineering interviewed Mally and other Nissan
technical specialists during a recent 2018 MY Kicks media ride
and drive program in San Diego, California.
The front-wheel-drive-only Kicks competes in the compact CUV segment, which includes the Kia Soul, Ford
EcoSport, Chevrolet Trax, Honda HR-V and Hyundai Kona.
Nissan officials predict that this entry-level segment, now
dominated by first-generation vehicles, will grow by 156% in
the next five years.
“For this emerging and growing small CUV segment, interior quietness is trending upward as a customer expectation,”
said Stephen Soley, Kicks vehicle project development manager, adding, “That’s why we set our quietness performance
targets at a best-in-class level over the vehicle’s lifecycle.”
To achieve that quiet goal, the U.S.-sold Kicks is fitted with
thicker door glass, front and rear door lower seals, an acoustic
windshield, rear wheelhouse liners and thicker dash and floor
insulators. “The Kicks’ cabin has the lowest decibel level
among segment competitors,” Mally said, citing in-house testing results.
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Kicks instrument panel features a 7.0-in full-color touchscreen for three interface choices:
NissanConnect, AppleCarPlay or Android Auto.
white is comprised of mild and highstrength steel (29%). That steel mix
contributes to the base S trim model’s

2639-lb (1197-kg) curb weight. “We’re
about 10% lighter than the next closest
competitor,” Mally said, referencing the

Kia Soul. He added that the vehicle’s
light weight helps the Kicks achieve a
claimed best-in-class city (31 mpg),
highway (36 mpg), and combined (33
mpg) fuel economy.
In an application-first for the V platform, the top-of-the line Kicks SR model provides an Integrated Dynamic
Control Module that incorporates Active
Engine Brake, Active Ride Control, and
Active Trace Control. “We’re bringing
highly desirable technologies that debuted on our flagship Maxima sedan to
an entry-level vehicle with a starting
MSRP of $17,990,” said Ken Kcomt,
Nissan North America’s Director of
Product Planning.
Kicks is powered by a third-generation 1.6-L 4-cylinder that produces 125
hp at 5800 rpm and 115 lb·ft (156 N·m)
of torque at 4000 rpm. The engine
mates to Nissan’s JATCO-sourced
Xtronic CVT.
Kami Buchholz

Leading OEMs and Tier 1s are disrupting
automotive electronic system development

Get Ahead of the Curve
with Synopsys’ industry-leading
Virtual Hardware ECU solution
• Start SW development 12 months
before HW availability
• Perform continuous system testing
www.synopsys.com/autovdk
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LiDAR: new “eyes” for

vehicle autonomy

A lidar-view of a typical traffic scene. Like radar, lidar uses waves, but its higher frequency enables it to
detect smaller objects and provide a more accurate measurement. But it lacks accuracy in rain, fog and
snow because it detects these small particles in the air.

The steadily evolving sensor tech offers big leaps forward in capability—
once cost is reduced.

T

he acronym stands for Light Detection and Ranging, and
LiDAR first showed its potential in May 1962, when electrical
engineers Louis Smullin and Giorgio Fiocca used the 12-inch
telescope at MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory to bounce 50-joule
laser pulses off the Moon, receiving the reflected light with the lab’s
48-inch telescope. Using time-of-flight calculations, the two researchers were first to measure the distance between Earth and its
only natural satellite.
Four decades later, after use in meteorology and the Apollo program,
lidar emerged as a vital sensor in robotic-vehicle prototypes competing
in the U.S. Department of Defense DARPA Challenge. With up to 64
lasers and sensors packed in large, roof-mounted cylinders, the ungainly
canisters resembled spinning soup cans when operating. The sensors
swept a 360° field of view around the vehicle, firing thousands of light
pulses. Objects that reflected light within the sweep were identified as a
cloud of points, complementing imaging from the multiple radars and
cameras also fitted to guide the driverless vehicles.
By 2007, the annual event’s fourth year, the winning vehicle and
five of the six finishers had early lidars from technology pioneer
Velodyne Acoustics (the company’s original name) mounted atop
their roofs. Each unit reportedly cost nearly $80,000.
Today’s steadily evolving lidar typically functions in a similar fashion as the early units, albeit with new hardware and software. The
proven mechanical-scanning types are in the practical lead for automotive use, experts say, while new solid-state (no moving parts) devices are expected to deliver greater reliability and dependability.
They also offer a compact form factor—crucial for integrating the
24 July/August 2018

sensors within the car’s exterior skin. Solid-state types
typically have a more limited field-of-view (FOV). Their
lower cost, however, offers the possibility to employ
multiple sensors to cover a broader area.
Depending on exterior vehicle geometries determined by styling, a typical car or truck could need up to
eight compact lidar units of narrower acceptance angle—120° on the front and rear, 90° on the side—compared with the big 360° unit on the roof. Range can be
reduced; engineers are aiming for 30 meters on the side,
200 meters to the front, 50 meters to the rear, depending on how microwave radar is integrated into the vehicle’s safety suite.
Lidar development is booming, as start-ups and established Tier suppliers race to enable SAE Level 3, 4
and 5 automated-driving capability in future vehicles.
The technology is also in big demand for 3D mapping.
Frost & Sullivan forecasts sales of 6 million lidar
units in 2025—half of them for use in autonomous vehicles, for a projected $2-billion market. Automotive
Engineering counts more than 30 start-ups in the field,
along with market leader Velodyne and some Tier 1s
including Bosch, Valeo, and Continental. Aptiv and
Magna are among top suppliers that are partnering with
lidar specialists. OEMs continue to acquire and build
ties with lidar developers, including BMW (Innoviz via
Magna), GM (Strobe), Toyota (Luminar) and Ford
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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GM

GM Cruise AV rooftop sensor
array shows current state of
integration and packaging
used by on-road test fleets.

(Princeton Lightware and Velodyne).
While some advocates have dubbed lidar “the essential piece of the puzzle for self-driving cars,” it is
certainly the most discussed and perhaps controversial sensor technology related to autonomous vehicles.
“Every couple of weeks a new company is touting
new lidar technology adaptations,” observed veteran
mobility-tech consultant Gerald Conover. “Many of their
claims are based on lab-project results, so designs producible in high volume may still be some years away.”
Only those that deliver high performance at low cost
will survive. Depending on the uptake for autonomous
vehicles in SAE Levels 4 and 5, however, “the demand
for lidar devices could be significant,” Conover noted.
Cost remains the nagging impediment to the mass
deployment of automotive-grade units. Development
units still cost $10,000 or more—“not a sustainable
number for automotive production,” Conover quipped.
“The thing standing in the way of this is the necessary
expertise to produce working lidar, which is in the
hands of only a few supplier firms.” OEMs eventually
expect a steady cost-reduction path to commodity
status, similar to those of onboard radar and cameras.
Since late 2017, Quanergy has been producing a
905-nanometer solid-state lidar with a range of 150
meters at 8% reflectivity. An optical phased-array type, it
can scan half-a-million points per second with a spot
size of 3.5 cm at 100 meters, the company claims. While
single-unit samples are priced in the thousands,
Quanergy believes high-volume scale will drive per-unit
cost below $300. Velodyne’s lowest-priced 16-laser unit
costs $4,000 per unit.
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

Horses-for-courses tech choices
While the automotive lidar space is white-hot, not all OEMs see the technology as an imperative. Tesla’s Autopilot system uses camera-based
optical recognition, and company boss Elon Musk appears unconvinced
that lidar is a game-changer. “Once you solve cameras for vision, autonomy is solved; if you don’t solve vision, it’s not solved,” Musk said
during a TED Talk in 2017. “You can absolutely be superhuman with just
cameras,” he added. He obliquely labeled lidar “a crutch.”
Honda North America is “doing development and testing with lidar,” noted Jay Joseph, assistant VP of Product Planning. He said
Honda engineers believe lidar is necessary in the short term.
“Longer-term, of course, we’d like to see other solutions—probably
more dependent on connectivity and shared information. But until
that’s reliable, lidar is probably necessary to provide good information to the vehicle so it can make good decisions.”
Assembling and integrating the sensor array into the vehicle is an
important role that experienced Tier 1s including Aptiv are playing.
“We understand how it works with the vehicle; some of the tech
start-ups don’t understand vehicles well,” noted Jada Smith, Aptiv’s
VP of advanced technology.
Smith said her company wholly believes in the tech triad of cameras,
radars and lidar for vehicle autonomy. Lidar, she said, is “a necessary
piece of technology, to handle all use cases, provide redundancy, and
to help the vehicle see everything going on around it.” Aptiv is covering multiple technology bases with its investments in Leddartech
(flash-lidar), Innoviz (MEM type) and Quanergy (optical phased array).
Choosing lidar types is a horses-for-courses engineering exercise.
“What roles do we expect them to play?” Smith asked. “The longer
the range, the narrower its FOV—same concept as a camera.
Depending on what performance we want, we may choose a flash
type for one and MEMS for another. It’s tradeoffs, depending on
July/August 2018 25
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Lidar downsizing will be vital to full integration of sensor units into the vehicle. A
Magna concept vehicle shows a step toward improved integration.

Innoviz Technologies
Like so many sensor-tech developers, Innoviz is based in Israel and
several of its principals have specialized-electronics background with
the Israeli Defence Forces. Innoviz was founded three years ago and
has about 150 employees globally. The company has garnered more
than $80 million in investment funding, including stakes by Aptiv,
Magna and Samsung.
The foundation technology is a microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS)-based design in which movement of the mirror that projects
the scanning lasers comes from a solid-state chip. Critically, Innoviz
promotes laser scanning at 905 nm, a long-established wavelength
that Aditya Srinivasan, general manager, North America, said allows
the company to keep a lid on cost—to the point at which Innoviz can
offer its first automotive-grade lidar sensor, InnovizOne, starting in
2019 at a cost in the hundreds of dollars.
There may be some contention about whether the Innoviz design
should be defined as solid-state, since the system uses a moving mirror,
but, “Rightly or wrongly, we’re calling this ‘solid-state,’” said Srinivasan.
The InnovizOne is “designed for seamless and easy integration into
any mass-market vehicle,” the company’s literature describes. The system delivers 120°-horizontal and 25°-vertical FOV for high-definition
resolution of 7.5 million pixels/sec; the frame rate is 25 frames/sec.
Claimed range is up to 250 m (820 ft). The unit’s footprint measures
50 mm high by 110 mm wide by 100 mm deep (2 x 4.3 x 3.9 in.). Data
is managed by a proprietary signal-processing chip that’s been developed with “a partner” that Srinivasan chooses not to name.
The company also claims its system is adept at identifying objects
with extremely low reflectivity—a performance aspect that to now
has been a challenge for many lidar developers.
In April, Innoviz announced a supply agreement with BMW through
Innoviz’ supplier partner Magna. BMW said it intends to offer an SAE
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Sensor layout of BMW 5-Series autonomous demo car used by
Aptiv at CES17. The comprehensive array includes four shortrange lidars, five long-range lidars, six scanning radars (ESR),
four short-range radars (SRR), one trifocal camera, one traffic
light camera, two GPS antennae, one DSRC module and two
computer software stacks for redundancy.
Level 3 autonomous ride-hailing service in 2021 and
Innoviz-derived lidar apparently will be a key component.
Aptiv and Samsung also are partnered with Innoviz
for automotive lidar development and in June the company said it formed a partnership with Chinese Tier 1
HiRain Technologies, which supplies several major
Chinese automakers and is integrating the components
for its own autonomous-driving platform.

TetraVue
The primary differentiation point for TetraVue’s solidstate “flash” lidar technology is high resolution—as
well as reliance on long-proven and relatively-inexpensive sensor technology derived from the digital-camera world. In fact, the company refers to its automotive
lidar as a “high-definition 4D camera” that essentially
fuses mega-pixel digital video capture with lidar for
long-range sensing with pixel-level depth information.
Resolution is everything to TetraVue founder and
executive VP Paul Banks, who has a Ph.D in applied
physics but explains the company’s presumptive technology advantage in plainspoken terms. Banks removes his eyeglasses, saying the state of California
would not certify him to drive without them—yet most
competing lidar technologies “see” with less resolution
than the state’s minimum vision requirement for humans to legally drive.
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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what we’re trying to accomplish.”
Automotive Engineering recently spent time with a group of lidar
innovators and brings the following insights into their backgrounds
and technologies.
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“For us, that’s what’s important,” Banks said flatly.
“High resolution. We actually use the same (image) sensor that’s in your cell phone. We cheat,” he deadpanned.
His argument is a compelling one that’s interested
investors such as Bosch and Samsung. Appropriating
the well-developed and extremely cost-driven complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) and
charge-coupled device (CCD) sensing technology of
digital cameras, TetraVue’s lidar flashes the environment at up to 30 fps with lasers operating at the invisible-to-the-eye 800-nm wavelength. This “illumination” is merged with the high-resolution video-capture
to derive depth information at the pixel level.
Banks’ demonstration borders on amazing, as he
shows a data scene of a dancer seen with “conventional” lidar and TetraVue’s lidar; the additional perspective
and depth from the TetraVue image is patently startling.
“It looks and feels more like a video camera,”
Banks said. And he does not exaggerate—showing up
to 60 million points per second, the images from the
company’s system make the techy-but-still-scratchy
visual representations from competitors seem like the
visuals from an ancient video game.
The current downside to Vista, California-based

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

TetraVue’s lidar may be a comparative lack of range. The current design, Banks said, has a range of about 150 m (492 ft)—Velodyne’s
latest system, for example, boasts a range twice that far. TetraVue’s
range may be improved, he said, “but for us, it all comes down to
cost.” He said the company is intent on delivering its advanced technology at a price conducive to mass-market application.

Ouster
Founder and CEO Angus Pacala’s Ouster could be the tech age’s embodiment of the military doctrine of the Civil War’s Nathan Bedford
Forrest: “Get there firstest with the mostest.”
Pacala extols one of his company’s market advantages as just that:
Ouster is shipping automotive lidars today, he said.
“We let our products do the talking,” he boasted of the “smartest,
lightest 360-degree, 3D sensing in the market.” He also said his company is the only one to openly and transparently price its technology
for any buyer.
Pacala, formerly the director of engineering at Quanergy, said
Ouster’s OS-1 is the highest-resolution lidar currently commercially
available, and it has best-in-class power consumption, size and
weight. The system measures 1.3 million points per second, yet consumes less than 15W. And like TetraVue, the company’s technology is
rooted in comparatively low-cost, highly-developed CMOS technology
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vehicle autonomy
used for years in ever-advancing smartphones and digital cameras.
To keep costs reasonable, the OS-1 lasers operate on
the 850-nm wavelength; cost is “laddered” to some
degree according to the customer’s need for channels:
the highest-cost versions use 64 emitters to deliver
each vertical field-of-view “slice,” while lower-performance requirements can cut cost with just 16 channels.
Pacala said the company expected to ship 10,000 to
20,000 units by the end of 2018
The roughly double-puck-sized OS-1 weighs just 330
g and is 2.5 in (63 mm) tall and 3.14 in (80 mm) in diameter. It is not solid-state: the unit spins to emit over
the 360° coverage range and nearly 32° vertical FOV.
Its accuracy is about 3 cm (1.3 in)—but range is a comparatively abbreviated 120 m (394 ft).
Range is improved with the coming OS-2, which
Ouster indicates will have a 200-m (656 ft) range and
64 channels spaced at 15.8°, although the unit is correspondingly larger and heavier. Pacala said the OS-2
would be available in the third quarter of this year.

Solid-state lidar types as used by Aptiv.
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French Tier 1 supplier Valeo late in 2017 achieved the
distinction of supplying what is believed to be the first
lidar sensing system to be deployed on a series-production vehicle, Audi’s A8 sedan, widely described as
using SAE Level 3 driver assistance. The A8’s Traffic
Jam Pilot system controls the A8’s acceleration, braking and steering at speeds up to 37 mph (60 km/h),
using the company’s Scala lidar.
Scala, a solid-state design developed in cooperation
with LeddarTech, won a 2018 PACE award for supplier
innovation. Valeo said Scala has a 145° horizontal field
of view and range of 150 m. As is typical for many
sensing technologies, LeddarTech says its advances
are largely in proprietary processing and algorithms:
“essentially an ensemble of software, algorithms and
know-hows that are used to design or optimize various
types of solid-state lidar sensors,” according to company literature.
Some anxious early-adopters won’t find Traffic Jam
Pilot and the Valeo/LeddarTech lidar array just yet,
however; the system initially is not available in many
countries. Audi was reluctant to introduce the technology in the U.S. and other markets that do not have
clearer legal and regulatory frameworks to address
conditional autonomy.
In May, Valeo announced a “strategic cooperation” with
Apollo, the open autonomous driving platform created by
China’s Baidu in 2017. The company said in a release it will
contribute to the Apollo project its expertise in sensors,
not to mention its “skills in sensor cleaning systems and
connectivity between autonomous vehicles.”
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
• MOST INNOVATIVE USE OF
PLASTICS AWARDS
For more info and to submit nominations,
go to: www.speautomotive.com/
innovation-awards-gala.

The Automotive Division of the Society of Plastics Engineers (SPE®)
is announcing a “Call for Nominations” for its 48th-annual
Automotive Innovation Awards Gala, the oldest and largest recognition
event in the automotive and plastics industries. This year’s Awards Gala
will be held Wednesday, November 7, 2018 at the Burton Manor in
Livonia, Mich. Winning part nominations (due by September, 15, 2018)
in 10 different categories, and the teams that developed them, will
be honored with a Most Innovative Use of Plastics award. A Grand
Award will be presented to the winning team from all category
award winners.

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
This annual event currently draws over 800 OEM engineers,
automotive and plastics industry executives, and media. A variety of
sponsorship packages - including tables at the banquet, networking
receptions, advertising in the program book, signage at the event
and more are available. Contact Teri Chouinard of Intuit Group
at teri@intuitgroup.com.
INNOVATIVE PART
COMPETITION CATEGORIES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additive Manufacturing
Aftermarket
Body Exterior
Body Interior
Chassis/Hardware
Environmental
Materials
Process, Assembly &
Enabling Technologies
• Powertrain
• Safety
& Hall of Fame

2017
SPONSORS
VIP RECEPTION & AFTERGLOW
SPONSOR

MAIN RECEPTION
SPONSOR

WINE & FLOWERS
SPONSOR

STUDENT PROGRAM
SPONSOR

PARTS DISPLAY
SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSORS
SILVER SPONSOR

ADVERTISING SPONSOR

BRONZE SPONSORS
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e-Axles speed
ELECTRIFICATION
Creating a practical
‘bridge’ between
today’s legacy ICE
architectures and
the electric future.
By Paul Seredynski

I

n the quest for ever-lower CO2 emissions, and more immediate
needs to retain vehicle access in some of the world’s most-populous cities, the e-axle has found its calling. With most dedicated,
fully electrified platforms still gestating in OEM product pipelines, the e-axle seems an automotive component born to electrify
current architectures.
Often described as eAWD, the e-axle is an electro-mechanical propulsion system contained in an axle structure, and housing an electric
motor, the power electronics, and some form of gearing/differential.
Used in conjunction with a conventional ICE or hybrid powertrain, an
e-axle can add electric propulsion to an unpowered vehicle end,
hence the eAWD moniker.
Consolidation of electronics, motor and differential makes the eaxle an ideal “bridge” component in terms of packaging flexibility,
electrification and performance gains across vehicle segments. As
nearly every transport segment will require some form of electrification to remain viable within the CO2 glidepath, the e-axle is an ingenious and in-demand solution.
As one Tier 1 noted dryly: “We’re very busy in the space.”
Engineers interviewed for this article note that the e-axle business is
booming, thanks to the technology’s adaptability. However, many Tier1 suppliers are discovering that “modular” does not equal “plug-in.”
The same interest that’s creating such demand is also fueling iteration
complexity, along with new integration challenges for suppliers.

What’s the draw?
Even with certain market regions in flux due to political shifts, everstricter reductions in global CO2 emissions continue. More recently,
zero-emission zones in major cities are creating demand for products
30 July/August 2018

that can run electric-only. The e-axle is a single component that can provide multiple solutions.
Michael Lembke, senior director of electrification
and hybridization at Dana, says that CO2 regulations
are still the biggest draw but, “they vary significantly
by country.” China’s role is large, as it’s mandating
electric vehicle percentages. “They’re not just mandating fleet CO2; they’re telling the OEMs eight percent of
your fleet have to be battery electric,” Lembke noted.
Though the latest Chinese regulations will boost
e-axle applications, other markets are seeing increased
electrified need.
“It’s not just China, where we have the biggest
growth rate over the next couple of years,” explained
Theo Gassmann, VP of advanced engineering for GKN
Driveline. “All the premium OEMs in Europe and in the
U.S. are investigating and investing in electric vehicles
and plug in hybrids. The CO2 agenda, local pollution
issues, zero emissions zones… all these are pushing
hard on electrification.”
According to Graham Evans, a principal analyst in
automotive technology at IHS Markit, the e-axle segment will see significant growth. “For our light-vehicle
forecast from 2017 to 2023, we see compounded annual growth of 35% for front e-axles, and 46% for rear
e-axles,” Evans noted.
The IHS forecast includes front–e-axle applications
growing from 750,000 units in 2017 to more than 4.5
million by 2023. During the same time frame, rear/
AWD e-axle applications are expected to increase
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

DANA

Dana’s new eS5700r e-Drive axle is designed as a “drop-in” solution for medium-duty truck and bus
suspensions. It recently entered service on a new Dongfeng bus application in China. Using a liquid-cooled
motor and inverter, and including disc brakes, the unit weighs only 673 lb (305 kg).

ELECTRIFICATION FEATURE
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ZF’s new fully-integrated electric axle drive system will enter
volume production before the end of 2018 with a European OEM.
from 320,000/110,000 to more than 3 million/2.5 million, respectively.
With major cities and other localities continuing to
create zero-emission zones, commercial applications
should only add to those projections.
“If you think about the commercial segment, the
way people do work in a city and deliver goods, those
vehicles would need to be fully electric,” said Seth
Metzger, VP light-vehicle engineering at Dana.
“Vehicles that move into the city and move out, they
will have to go into a full-electric operating mode for
some period of time.”

Zero-emission vehicle modes are becoming crucial as more municipalities decree
electric-only zones. GKN supplies the rear e-axle on the Volvo XC90 T8 Plug-in
Hybrid eAWD, that combined with its 10.4 kw·h battery, earns the SUV an allelectric EPA-rated range of 19 miles.

Rapid iteration, cost challenges
Fortunately for vehicle manufacturers, e-axles are a solution available
now, and can be adapted to current architectures. “Many OEMs need to
take an existing vehicle architecture, a vehicle that has been designed
for an engine, transmission, prop-shaft, exhaust system and the fuel
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ELECTRIFICATION

Magna Powertrain’s integrated eDrive systems contain the
gearbox, e-motor and inverter. The Mid system pictured here
provides up to 3800 N·m at the wheels, and can be applied to
both hybrid and battery electric vehicles.

tank,” Dana’s Lembke explained. “And within that given architecture—
because time is of essence—fit an electro-mechanical propulsion system
into that same vehicle architecture.”
Such adaptability is key to e-axle adoption. “Companies have legacy
platforms, legacy architectures to be considered,” explained Walter
Sackl, global director of product management, driveline systems at
Magna Powertrain, “and the e-axle is one of the units which can transform an architecture into a hybrid system. The nice thing is that an eaxle usually fits into the packaging space of a standard vehicle.”
E-axle technology is also evolving swiftly, making the latest applications, even within legacy platforms, more easily packaged from even a
few years ago. “Every new e-axle application has new features, more
integration, and it’s more compact, more sophisticated than the generation before,” GKN’s Gassmann said. “When we started, it was an
electric motor bolted to a transmission, an inverter somewhere in the
trunk, with a thick cable connecting everything. Now we are talking
about integrated systems with an inverter, motor and gearbox pretty
much bolted together, and it’s one turn-key unit.”
Any new system faces engineering challenges, and the e-axle has
its own set of hurdles. One of the largest is OEM customers trying to
gain share in a segment that’s being driven more by regulation than
consumer demand.
“Cost is extremely challenging,” admitted Dana’s Metzger. “A lot of
the OEs have been upfront that they’re not making money on battery
electrics. As we get more volume it could help share, and reduce the
costs of batteries, motors and inverters. Ultimately, we have to drive
those costs down, because the OEMs have to be able to make money.”
Volume will be key, as well as reducing pricing pressure on some of the
raw materials going into e-axles. “It’s the second most expensive component within an EV, and all this competition means that the cost per unit is
going to come down fairly quickly,” said Evans from IHS Markit.
He said the primary concern is in the rare-earth metals within the
motor. “There’s a lot of interest in developing motor applications that
lean away from the use of rare-earth metals,” Evans explained, “so
this supply-chain constraint won’t exist, and won’t hamper growth.”
Beyond cost challenges, all the suppliers who spoke with AE mentioned NVH, which is an entirely new aspect in electrified platforms.
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Closer OEM Integration
For suppliers used to solving mechanical issues, this
can mean working more closely with their OEM customers, and with greater integration challenges, particularly on the software front.
“The OEMs are now pushing the whole system integration effort through the first-tier suppliers which is a
great opportunity, but a big challenge as well,” acknowledged Gassmann. “It’s a huge shift, because we used to
do the mechanical integration and the gearbox stuff, but
now we’re actually doing complete system integration.”
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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GKN’s new eTwinsterX e-axle features a space-saving coaxial format, a two-speed
transmission and full torque-vectoring capability. Rated output is 120 kW and 210 N·m.

“Because electric cars are nearly silent inside and out,
you tend to hear every noise from the gears, electronics
and e-motor,” noted Michael Wetzel, head of product/
project management axle drive systems, e-mobility division, ZF Group. “And as compact as the components are,
you’ve a high power-to-weight ratio, and that makes it
complicated to get all the NVH measures implemented.”
To address NVH on a system level, advanced simulation tools are needed. “From the very first approach
you have to keep in mind the individual components
and their interactions,” said GKN’s Gassmann. “Then
you have to have the experience to get the basic ingredients right so it’s quiet and efficient. It’s about oil,
it’s about bearings, it’s about advanced lubrication
concepts to minimize churning losses.
There are also the e-axle’s inherent high-speed inputs. While peak rpm in even a high-performance ICE
may be up to 8000 rpm, peak input speeds in the nextgeneration electric-propulsion system will approach
20,000 rpm—making them “a totally different animal
and very challenging for NVH,” Gassmann asserted.
Another common challenge in the expanding e-axle
business is managing complexity. “We have a history of
around six powertrain arrangements in the traditional ICE
world – front transverse-engine with FWD, front longitudinal-engine with RWD… and so on,” said Magna’s Sackl.
“When we transfer into those future architectures, we
need to handle a large number of different architectures—maybe 42 and beyond.”

ELECTRIFICATION FEATURE

“In the past, a mechanical solution decided the
function,” explained Magna’s Sackl. “Now, we’re transferring to electronics—this includes electronically controlled clutches for example—which makes things
more complex because the software controls need to
be embedded in the structure.
“The portion of the Tier-1’s scope is by far larger
than it was,” he continued. “Now we deliver a large
portion of the software function associated with it. So
for us, a large portion of our engineering staff—almost
50 percent—are dedicated just to software function.”

Vehicle dynamics + CO2
One of the key roles as suppliers, is helping create products that consumers want to buy, and not just via efficiency. With existing vehicle platforms, engineers can
continue to reduce CO2 and the size of the ICE with eaxle boosting. The real draw, however, will come from
added capability and performance.
“Electric axles will probably eat some of the allwheel-drive mechanical market, that’s for sure,” GKN’s
Gassmann noted. “And it’s not lost business; it’s actually gaining business, because an e-axle adds significantly more value than mechanical all-wheel-drive.”

“Where we’ve received RFQ’s for performance cars, the majority of
those have had torque vectoring as a request, where you’re not just purchasing it for fuel economy,” said Dana’s Metzger. “Of course, that’s a
benefit—but it’s also really for performance and the joy of driving.”
“Vehicle dynamics, plus CO2, is our main goal. For us it’s not either
or,” said Magna’s Sackl. “At the end of the day, we are positioning
ourselves very much in the space of ‘fun to drive’, with vehicle dynamics to make consumers happy.”

Development accelerates
Whatever the draw, be it regulatory or consumer driven, there’s enormous activity in the e-axle field. The key players AE spoke with all
noted the near-seismic shift in the industry.
“If you look at the pace of change, what has happened in electrification in the last five years, it’s equivalent to what happened with
combustion engines and transmissions in the last 25 years,” opined
Dana’s Lembke. “There’s not a month that goes by where an OEM
isn’t announcing, ‘by the year X, we’re going to have so many hybrids
or so many battery electrics in production’. We seem to see that almost every week, particularly out of China.”
Noted Steven LaChance, VP Customer & Program Engineering, GKN
Driveline: “The all-wheel-drive side is exciting because we get to solve
a lot of unique problems with integration. But the e-technology is really exciting. It’s an exciting time to be an engineer.”
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McLaren earns its Ph.D in

HANDLING

F

ollowing its 2017 launch at the Geneva
International Motor Show, the McLaren 720S
has received adulation and awards, garnering
particular praise for its ride quality, handling
and driver engagement. The heart of the suspension
control system, called Proactive Chassis Control II, was
the result of a collaboration between McLaren
Automotive and the University of Cambridge.
How does this system deliver a leap forward in ride
and handling behavior? Engineers who led its development offered Automotive Engineering insights into
their approach, and the method they employed for its
implementation.
The Proactive Chassis Control II suspension system
features hydraulic cross-linking (shown above) and
“semi-active” dampers. The dampers’ rates are continuously adjustable by means of a needle valve and
solenoid (Fig. 2) which are controlled by a computer in
real time. Although semi-active systems are not new in
themselves, there has been a big advance in performance through use of a new algorithm developed in a
Ph.D project at the University of Cambridge to simultaneously optimize the car’s ride and handling response.
The ride behavior is the car’s response to undulations in the road, whereas the handling behavior is the
response to driver inputs such as steering, accelerating
and braking. These can be viewed as two types of exogenous (external) input acting on the vehicle. It is the
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By Malcolm Smith, Will Hoult and Panos Brezas

purpose of the algorithm to control the car under arbitrary and simultaneous excitation from both types of input.

Solving the control algorithm
The first challenge in developing such a system is that the ride and
handling inputs have different character and affect the vehicle in different ways. The road inputs were modeled stochastically (i.e., in a
statistical manner) taking account of typical road profiles. The driver
inputs were treated deterministically. A simplifying modelling assumption was adopted to consider the driver inputs as inertial loads
acting on the sprung mass to be estimated in real time.
The second challenge was to pose and solve a suitable stochastic
optimal control problem. A performance measure was selected consisting of a weighted average of squared quantities (accelerations,
velocities, suspension and tire deflections of the vehicle).
Minimization of this measure would result in control of the quantities
relevant for ride comfort, tire grip and body control for both exogenous inputs at once.
The main difficulty in solving the optimal control algorithm is that
the control input (the adjustable damper rate) enters the problem
non-linearly. The force provided by the damper obeys a relationship
of the form F(t) = c(t)v(t) where c(t) is the adjustable damper rate,
which can be varied in real time between a minimum and maximum
value, and v(t) is the velocity of the piston. This means that the control input multiplies a system state rather than entering the dynamics
additively—which makes the resulting Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
equation complicated to solve.
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The McLaren 720S
suspension hardware layout
showing hydraulic cross-linking.

McLaren Automotive and
the University of Cambridge
collaborate on a no-compromise
semi-active suspension for the
720S supercar
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Fig. 2. Schematic of a damper piston with adjustable needle
valve. The moveable (blue) rod is actuated with a solenoid to
adjust the flow restriction in the orifice.
Nevertheless, it proved possible to derive a control law in the form of a
nonlinear static map (see “A clipped-optimal control algorithm for semiactive vehicle suspensions: theory and experimental evaluation,” by P.
Brezas, M.C. Smith and W. Hoult, Automatica, vol. 53, 2015, p.188-194).
The third challenge arose because the algorithm relied on “state
feedback,” but not all components of the car’s state are directly measurable. A dynamic observer of special type had to be developed to
take account of the two types of disturbance on the vehicle. This
gave rise to the final control architecture shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Control architecture showing the exogenous inputs (driver
and road) impinging on the vehicle, the variables of interest to
control (tire deflections, etc.), the sensor measurements (i.e.,
body accelerations), control algorithm (static map + observer)
and actuation of adjustable dampers.

ALL IMAGES: AUTHORS

Achieving comfort with control
It took years of effort working on prototype vehicles and subsequent
road testing to get to the stage when the algorithm was finally ready
for a production vehicle. The algorithm was first tested in McLaren’s
driver-in-the-loop vehicle simulator, with positive results. This led to
the commissioning and development of a prototype test vehicle,
which confirmed the findings from the simulator and paved the way
to production approval. The 720S was tested by McLaren in a wide
range of motoring conditions including Death Valley, California, the
western U.S. state of Colorado and the European Alps.
Fig. 4 shows the algorithm’s superior performance compared to
fixed damper settings when negotiating a bumpy roundabout near
the McLaren Technology Centre in Woking, U.K. The roundabout provides a combination of demanding handling and an uneven road surface, demonstrating the algorithm’s ability to simultaneously optimize comfort and control.
The integrated nature of the control of ride and handling responses
gives the impression of a car which is rather softly sprung yet delivering tight handling behavior. Such a combination would normally
only be found in a stiffly sprung vehicle with a harsh ride. The system
demonstrates how active suspension (albeit semi-active in this case)
can reduce or eliminate the trade-off between ride and handling performance that is inevitable in conventional suspensions.
Explained Simon Lacey, head of advanced engineering at McLaren
Automotive: “The biggest leap has come in the software that controls
the suspension system. It’s an intelligent system that successfully
balances the requirements of ride comfort, body control and handling, dealing with road surface changes and challenging corners in a
way that we’ve never seen before.”
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Fig. 4. Performance of the 720S around a bumpy roundabout
showing steering angle, heave displacement/velocity and roll
angle/velocity: optimal control algorithm (black), “stiff” fixed
damping (green), a “soft” fixed damping (red). Note how the
optimal control algorithm achieves smaller deflections than the
fixed damping settings in transient and steady-state phases.
Malcolm Smith is Professor of Control Engineering and Head
of the Control Group in the Department of Engineering at the
University of Cambridge. Will Hoult is a Principal Engineer
in the Modelling and Decision Sciences Group at McLaren
Applied Technologies. Panos Brezas received a Ph.D. in
control theory from the University of Cambridge in 2013, in
an industrial collaboration with McLaren Automotive Ltd.
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Jaguar’s new EV pacesetter

The 2019 I-Pace brings benchmark
vehicle dynamics to the nascent
battery-electric SUV segment.

T

he state of the art of battery electric vehicles is progressing
so quickly that each new vehicle introduction advances it.
That is exactly what Jaguar has done with the I-Pace crossover SUV.
The technical specifications for the British beauty—built at MagnaSteyr’s Graz, Austria, complex—are similar to those of Tesla’s Model S
and Model X P90D. Both companies build EVs with dual front and rear
motors powering all four wheels and with 90 kW·h lithium-ion battery
packs capable of delivering 240 miles (386 km) of driving range.
Where the new Jag outpaces Tesla’s current S and X, however, is in
its dynamic qualities—not surprising, considering Jaguar’s history as
a sportscar company. The I-Pace’s superior ride and handling are enabled by its adaptive suspension system, which offers a variety of
settings to suit various conditions.
But the I-Pace’s unexpectedly accurate steering and neutral handling characteristics during spirited driving (experienced by
Automotive Engineering both on the track and on winding mountain
roads during the car’s media launch) are made even more noteworthy by its placid ride during normal highway driving.

The keys to agility
Manufacturers have claimed “car-like” handling from their crossover
SUVs for a while, but it is only the more recent examples, such as the
BMW X4 M40i and the I-Pace, that truly deliver twisty-road handling
on par with sport sedans.
Jaguar engineers employed continuously-variable shock absorbers
that provide clearly discernible differences in ride and handling depending on the setting, as the shocks adjust for the road surface and
driver inputs. The I-Pace’s lack of body roll, pitch and dive during
such driving is an impressive accomplishment.
Standard air springs capable of raising the body 2 in (50.8 mm)
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By Dan Carney

are employed to give I-Pace a modicum of “off road”
capability, as well as to benefit ingress and egress. And
at road speeds in excess of 65 mph (105 kph), the system automatically lowers the car 0.6 in (15 mm) to
optimize aerodynamics.
Another factor enabling I-Pace to deliver on the driver’s requests is the electric brake booster— necessary
due to the absence of any engine vacuum to power a
conventional vacuum booster. Jaguar engineers explain
the e-booster lends greater flexibility when blending
mechanical braking with electric regenerative braking.
The I-Pace’s electric regenerative braking can slow
the car at 0.4 g simply by lifting off the accelerator
pedal. The combination of this brake force and the
equally authoritative acceleration available from pressing the “throttle” pedal make the I-Pace easy and
smooth to bend through mountain switchbacks.
The potential of these systems is made possible by
the I-Pace’s all-aluminum chassis, which is the most
rigid Jaguar has ever produced, according to senior
program manager Simon Patel. The structure registers
36,000 newtons per degree of deflection, he noted.
The extra stiffness in comparison to Jaguar’s other
aluminum-intensive models is courtesy of the extremely
stiff battery pack installed in the I-Pace’s floor, he said.
Without it, the I-Pace would be comparable to other
Jaguar models in terms of chassis rigidity, Patel said.
Inside the battery box residing beneath the I-Pace’s
floor are 36 separate modules containing 12 prismatictype cells each. The 388-V pack weighs 1,329 lb (603 kg),
but because it’s mounted low in the chassis, the car never
feels heavy despite its 4,468-lb (2026-kg) curb weight.
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EVs don’t functionally need traditional grilles but the I-Pace’s aligns with Jaguar’s
current design language. It also feeds an array of heat exchangers.
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Jaguar’s new EV pacesetter

Front-end
packaging details
include air suspension system
and front axle traction drive.
This despite the I-Pace’s standard panoramic skylight, whose large
glass panel provides abundant cabin light at the cost of some significant weight mounted at the very top of the car.

Electrifying details
The I-Pace’s SAE combo-connector CCS port offers 100-kW·h DC fast
charging—engineers claim an 80% charge in 40 minutes. A more typical
32-A, 240-V (7 kW) home charger will need 10 hours for the same job.
Drivers can program charging times through the in-dash touchscreen
display or by using the Jaguar InControl Remote smartphone app.
The prismatic-cell form factor and the modules’ construction permit
maximum energy density from the smallest-possible battery pack,
with optimum thermal management, Patel said. Cooling passages beneath the pack circulate conventional ethylene glycol/water coolant to
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keep temperatures in the cells’ optimal operating range.
The limiting factor in hard driving is cooling of the
front and rear electric motors. “Very long duration
[performance driving] gets into the motors’ limits,”
Patel admitted. If either of the motors tops 160°C, then
the propulsion system control reverts to a lower-performance “protection” mode.
However, without specifying, Patel said the I-Pace can
run at its 124-mph (199 kph) top speed for “a long time.”
That is in contrast to Tesla’s vehicles, which deliver astounding acceleration runs but suffer rapid heat-related
power depletion during continuous track testing.
In our test drive opportunity, the I-Pace demonstrated tolerance for 50 miles (80 km) of hard mountain
road driving and for three consecutive laps at maximum speed on Portugal’s Algarve International Circuit.
Jaguar engineers and test drivers insisted that they’d
driven the cars for much longer durations on the track
with no reduction in performance.
The permanent-magnet AC synchronous motors each
produce 197 hp (147 kW) and 256 lb·ft (347 N·m), for a
combined peak of 394 hp and 512 lb·ft (294 kW and 694
N·m, respectively). Jag’s nomenclature for this spec is
EV400 and the motors drive the front and rear wheels
independently through single-speed transmissions.
The system is programmed to favor the rear motor
during light throttle application at speeds of less than
30 mph (48 kph). Above that speed, the power split
tends to be 50/50, to avoid overloading either motor,
Patel said.
Zero-60 mph acceleration takes 4.5 seconds. There
are no over-boosted “Insane” or “Ludicrous” modes
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
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Aluminum-intensive
structure sets a Jaguar record
in terms of stiffness—engineers
claim 36,000 N/deg. bending.

PROPULSION FEATURE

for short bursts of high power, he continued. “We want it to
drive like a fully normal Jaguar car,” he explained.

Gadget central
Drivers who are more entranced by their smart phones than
by these traditional benchmarks of automotive performance
might be more excited by other features, such as the Jaguar
InControl Touch Pro Duo infotainment system, which includes
a 10-inch main display in the center of the dashboard and a
5.5-inch lower display to handle common functions.
And Jaguar’s Amazon Alexa Skill lets drivers access information in the InControl Remote app using their voice with any
Alexa-enabled device. Additionally, the I-Pace can get overthe-air updates to its software in the fashion of the latest consumer electronics.
Considering the abundant reliance on electronics and software in the I-Pace, it was encouraging that during AE’s two
days behind the wheel, the new infotainment system’s audio
never went silent, as is typical of recent Jaguars and Land
Rovers, whose radios suddenly stop playing and don’t resume
until the car is shut off and restarted.
The I-Pace is on sale now, with a U.S. price of $69,500 to
$85,900.
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Viewed from
the rear, the
388-V battery
pack enables a
flat floor while
housing 432
NMC cells.
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PRODUCT
BRIEFS

SPOTLIGHT: BEARINGS TECHNOLOGY
Tapered roller hub unit bearings
NSK Ltd.’s (Tokyo, Japan)
high-performance tapered roller hub unit
bearings (HUBs) for
pickup trucks, large
SUVs, and commercial
vehicles feature a unitized design and apply
NSK low friction technology to improve operational reliability and fuel
economy. NSK has completed development of
new models of HUB 2.5
with a preassembled tapered roller bearing and hub shaft. The
company is also developing new HUB 3 that integrate (unitize)
the hub shaft and inner ring. These preassembled, unitized, and
preload-controlled HUBs will prevent improper assembly and
other modes of failure or reduced performance due to incorrect press-fitting of the hub shaft, thereby contributing to improved operational reliability (including in aftermarket repair
and replacement scenarios). According to NSK, the new HUB
2.5 features approximately 20-35% reduced friction (compared
to HUB 2), while the new HUB 3 will be capable of reducing
friction by an additional 10% (for up to 45% reduction compared to conventional HUB 2 products).
For more information, visit http://info.hotims.com/70469-400

Self-lubricating, sintered bronze
bearings
Available off-theshelf, LM76’s (E.
Longmeadow,
Mass.) cylindrical,
self-lubricating, sintered bronze bearings are offered in
metric sizes 2 mm to
100 mm ID (inside
diameter) by 2 mm
to 120 mm (0.07 in
to 3.93 in ID by 0.07
in to 4.72 in) long. They are suited for applications including
vibration damping and automotive equipment such as alternators. According to LM76, the bearings feature very high
precision, e.g. +2μ to +12μ for 2-mm (0.07-in) ID bearings, a
high load capacity of 100 kg/sq cm, high speed (30,000 rpm)
and rapid oscillation capabilities. They also offer a low/high
temperature of -60°C to +230°C (-76°F to +446°F), a very
low coefficient of friction (0.02), and low noise. The company
claims the bearings are reliable and economic. The self-lubricating bearings are impregnated in the sintering process with
a lubricant to suit the application. Sintered bearings are available in lead-free bronze, bronze alloys and iron.
For more information, visit http://info.hotims.com/70469-401

Vehicle modeling framework

Advanced battery electrode coating equipment

Gamma Technologies (Westmont,
IL) recently enhanced its GT-SUITE’s
vehicle modeling capabilities with
GT-DRIVE+, the next-generation
vehicle modeling framework. This
powerful tool enables engineers to
optimize conventional or electrified
vehicles for fuel economy, performance, energy management, and emissions. GT-DRIVE+ offers different operating
modes to match the vehicle modeling needs of a large enterprise. Architects use the advanced physics libraries provided to define vehicle configurations, component libraries
and simulation tasks. The company says end users can then
build and run their model by selecting from these pre-defined configurations, components and tasks in an easy-touse interface. Other subsystems, such as cooling, HVAC, or
dynamic engine systems are easily integrated to the vehicle
model in GT-SUITE to capture physics interactions that
would otherwise be neglected.

ProCoater from Babcock
& Wilcox MEGTEC’s (De
Pere, WI) is a coating line
that features a maximum
electrode foil run width of
700 mm (28 in), a coating
speed of up to 20 m/min
(67 ft/min), the ability to do multi-lane coating, and a floatation dryer. Compared to single-sided coaters, the simultaneous two-sided coating platform of the ProCoater delivers
twice the throughput, according to the company. Only one
pass through the dryer delivers equal drying of both coated
sides of the electrode. It offers a smaller overall manufacturing footprint compared to tandem lines. In addition, the
ProCoater has an increased range of coat weights for lithium-ion slurries, which expands battery development. The
company has been awarded a contract to design and supply
advanced battery electrode coating equipment to K.R.
ENERGY Group subsidiary FIB S.r.l.

For more information, visit http://info.hotims.com/70469-402
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For more information, visit http://info.hotims.com/70469-403
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Multiturn encoders

Silicone-based anti-squeak additive

ASM’s (Elmhurst, IL) magnetic multiturn encoder technology is specifically designed for harsh environmental conditions. The absolute magnetic
multiturn encoders PH36 / PH58 /
PH68 measure angular position over up to 255 revolutions using
a non-contact magnetic measuring principle with a resolution of
16 bit. According to the company, the sensor is unique because of
its true absolute measuring principle, meaning that even after a
power failure a correct measurement result is immediately available again. The multiturn encoders have a rugged aluminum
housing with completely potted electronics. Resistant to shock,
vibration and dirt ingress, the encoders’ IP protection class is IP67
and up to IP69 with a suitable mating connector.

DOW CORNING HMB-1903 Masterbatch
silicone-based additive technology from
Dow Performance Silicones (Auburn,
Mich.) was developed to eliminate
squeaking in automotive interior components. The company claims the patented anti-squeak additive
immediately and permanently reduces coefficient of friction
(COF) in polycarbonate/acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (PC/
ABS) parts to avoid noise in the vehicle cabin. As the first in a
new product family, DOW CORNING HMB-1903 Masterbatch
broadens the company’s portfolio of silicone solutions. Tests
show the additive achieved an anti-squeak risk priority number
(RPN) rating below 3 at a typical low loading of 4 wt%. A RPN
below 3 indicates the material is not squeaking and does not
present any risk for long-term squeaking issues.

For more information, visit http://info.hotims.com/70469-404

For more information, visit http://info.hotims.com/70469-405

Steel mill investment project
Three years after completing a $155.6 million
capital investment at the same facility, Gerdau
Special Steel North America (Monroe, Mich.)
is launching a $70.3 million investment project
at its Monroe, Mich. mill. This round of investment will include a new electric arc furnace (EAF) transformer,
controls and mechanical upgrades in the EAF, and a new twin
ladle furnace and material handling system. This project will
conclude the planned enhancements to Monroe and is expected to be finished in December 2020. Gerdau Special Steel
North America produces special bar quality steel for the automotive, commercial vehicle, agricultural, construction, distribution and energy markets. Pictured is the four-strand continuous
caster, which will expand later in 2018.
For more information, visit http://info.hotims.com/70469-406

Bonding display adhesives
DELO (Windach, Germany) adhesives
are suitable for bonding display frames
as well as cover glass and can be used
for joining a display panel to a housing.
DELO PHOTOBOND LA4860 is a onecomponent, light-activated urethane polymer adhesive. It begins to cure once it is exposed to UV light or visible light, following dispensing, and before joining the components. The
actual curing takes place at room temperature after joining,
through the ambient air’s humidity. DELO-PUR SJ9356 is a
two-component, polyurethane-based hybrid adhesive that is
free of isocyanates and silicones. It cures at room temperature
and reaches its initial strength after approximately 4 hours.
For more information, visit http://info.hotims.com/70469-407

XEL50xx Power Inductors for

High Switching Frequencies
Extremely low DCR ... and ultra-low AC losses
Optimized for high frequencies ... up to 5+ MHz
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Compact footprint: 5.28 x 5.48 mm
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Learn More @ coilcraft.com/XEL50xx

Free Info at http://info.hotims.com/70469-641
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WEBINARS
HOW IT ALL COMES TOGETHER:
ADHESIVE SOLUTIONS THAT INFLUENCE
PERFORMANCE, DESIGN, AND RELIABILITY IN EV’S
Tuesday, August 28, 2018 at 2:00 pm U.S. EDT

With market research studies projecting long-term growth in battery-powered electric vehicles (EVs) and
plug-in hybrids (PHEVs), innovative research in both electronics and battery technologies has been fueled
by demand for improved safety, life span, performance, and cost. This 60-minute Webinar will provide
technical guidance into the key critical-to-quality requirements (CTQs) needed to optimize TIM selection
for a typical new energy vehicle (NEV) battery application.
Sponsored by:

Hosted by:

For additional details and to register visit: www.sae.org/webcasts

STREAMLINING VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT
WITH WHEEL FORCE TRANSDUCERS
Wednesday, August 29, 2018 at 2:00 pm EDT

Acquiring accurate data for road testing of ground vehicles can be a costly and time-consuming process.
The newest generation of wheel force transducers, such as the MTS/PCB SWIFT® Evo, has made it possible
to obtain high-quality data in an efficient manner. In this Webinar, engineers from MTS will discuss the
development of this new system and how to effectively use its data for improved vehicle development.
Sponsored by:

Hosted by:

For additional details and to register visit: www.sae.org/webcasts

MANAGING BIG DATA FOR ADAS &
AUTOMATED VEHICLES
Available on Demand until July 26, 2019

This Technical Webinar from the editors of SAE International focuses on what Big Data means for ADAS
and automated vehicles including major trends associated with Big Data, building an operating system
for highly automated vehicles, gathering multiple terabytes of data via vehicle sensors, and analyzing and
refining the data collected.
Sponsored by:

Hosted by:

For additional details and to register visit: www.sae.org/webcasts

READER
FEEDBACK

Simulating NVH performance
The feature article on Multiphysics Simulation in the June
Automotive Engineering was excellent! I work in NVH Analysis at
a U.S.-based powersports OEM and found much of interest in
how Mahindra’s motorbike R&D team is employing Numerical
Simulation way up front in the development cycles of its new
engines including the inlet and exhaust systems. There is still
much progress to be made in leveraging knowledge gained from
such investigations to improve overall NVH performance of a
power unit through structural design.
I enjoy reading your magazine and
find useful info in each issue.
Brian Zembke
New Berlin, WI

EV truths vs. hype

Your June 2018 Editorial with comments by Sandy Munro and Uwe
Grebe (whom I’ve heard speak at
the SAE Congress) was spot-on.
Yes, electrification is steadily playing a role in new vehicle powertrain
technology. Yes, all the major industry forecasts, i.e., IHS Markit and
others, show that most light vehicles will be some type of hybrid
within the next decade. But a future
where battery EVs dominate is
many decades away. There are
many challenges to widespread EV
adoption, not the least the cost to
local and regional municipalities to
install and maintain charging networks. Munro’s following comment
in your article is worth repeating: “No matter how aggressive
the forecasts are regarding the rate of change to full electric
propulsion, a fact remains: Between now and 2040, another
BILLION ICEs will be entering the market worldwide.”
M. Khan
Cupertino, CA

Tesla’s Model 3

RE: May 2018 Editorial on Munro & Assoc. teardown of a
Tesla Model 3: The whiff of the idea that there is ever going
to be a $35,000 version of the Model 3 is just an exhausting
pipe dream.
John Fischer
Palatine, IL

SAE’s new Autonomous Vehicle Engineering

Copies of SAE’s Autonomous Vehicle Engineering magazine
have been flying around our company’s head office and are
being read with interest. Is this a new magazine? Some of us
get Automotive Engineering but we’ve not received the
Autonomous publication. I could not find an online version of
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

the new one on the SAE website, either. Would love to find
out more about SAE Autonomous and how to receive it.
Thank you.
Mike Czarnicki
Editor’s note: Thanks for your positive comments about SAE’s
latest media product, Autonomous Vehicle Engineering. We
launched AVE in November 2017 as a supplement to
Automotive Engineering. This year AVE is being published in
March, May, August and October.
For 2019 it will be published six
times, as a standalone magazine
sent to those readers who work in
AV-related jobs. AVE also will be
broadly available by subscription
and will soon be accessible on SAE.
org. Watch for more details.

SAE’s Automated Driving
Levels

RE: “SAE brings autonomy to the
public in new demonstration program” (June 2018): Sadly I have to
disagree with SAE’s levels of vehicle
automation designations. For a vehicle to be fully autonomous it must
require no human input, physical or
verbal, and replicate all human driving tendencies on all roads and
weather conditions. And that’s not
possible. I said this once and say it
again: Until computers become infallible beings only then will motor
vehicles be fully autonomous.
Colin Stava

Designing a superior CVT

Current CVT availability is dominated by units that rely on metalto-metal friction between two smooth surfaces (i.e., the Dana
Variglide design covered in your January 2018 issue, and others)—
a principle that is acknowledged to have serious durability limitations thus causing less than widespread acceptance by suppliers
and customers. I’m proud to say that my CVT design has no such
limitations but relies on traditional mechanical principles.
John Pellegrino
Readers interested in Mr. Pellegrino’s CVT design are encouraged to contact him via email at: patp07960@yahoo.com.
READERS: Let us know what you think about Automotive
Engineering magazine. Email the Editor at Lindsay.Brooke@
sae.org. We appreciate your comments and reserve the
right to edit for brevity.
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Don’t let your testing be limited
by your equipment
Acoustic Sensors
The 146AE is the world’s only measurement
microphone that provides accurate, reliable
data, under even the harshest test conditions.
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Autonomous vehicles require
batteries with lasting power.

Visualization of the temperature proﬁle
in a liquid-cooled Li-ion battery pack.
The stage of the load cycle, potential, local concentration,
temperature, and direction of the current all aﬀect the aging
and degradation of a battery cell. This is important to consider
when developing autonomous vehicles (AVs), which rely on
a large number of electronic components to function. When
designing long-lasting batteries that are powerful enough
to keep up with energy demands, engineers can turn to
simulation.
The COMSOL Multiphysics® software is used for simulating
designs, devices, and processes in all ﬁelds of engineering,
manufacturing, and scientiﬁc research. See how you can apply
it to optimizing battery designs for self-driving cars.
comsol.blog/autonomous-vehicle-batteries

Free Info at http://info.hotims.com/70469-643

